24 COVER STORY: THE BIG BOYS
Cypress Gardens, once a swamp in Central Florida, now boasts more than 8,000 thriving plant species.

28 IRRIGATION BLUES
It's spring and time to take a look at your thawing irrigation system. Suggestions for preparing for the summer ahead.

34 TREATING SOIL COMPAC TION
Dr. Robert Carrow examines methods of treating soil compaction on recreational turf through water management.

44 DUTCH ELM DISEASE
Your elms have it, you don’t know how to treat it. There are no sure cures but there are treatments.

48 A STAR IS BUILT
Arid Tucson is home to yet another TPC course—Star Pass. It's rock now but by October, Star Pass will play host to a PGA tourney.

54 WEED BUSTERS
A profile of two custom applicators who specialize in industrial and commercial accounts.
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102 HARD-TO-CONTROL WEEDS
You know them—spurge, oxalis, wild violet, ground ivy, etc.—all too well. New formulations show promise in the fight against the diehards.

107 SEASONAL HELP
Do you keep them or let them go? The answer depends on your company philosophy.